
Department of Personnel and Training O.M. No.22011/1/90-Estt.(D), 
dated the 22"d  April, 1992, to all Ministries/Departments, etc. 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Sakes :—Zone of Consideration by selection—clarification regarding. 

In tide Department's Ott No 22011/3/76-En(D), dated the 24dt December. 1940 the sone of condolers- 
lion of officers for promotion by selection was prescribed as under: 

No of vacancies 	 No of officers to be considered 

1 	 S 
2 
3 	 10 

4 or mom 	 3 times the number of vacancies 
It Inas also laid down that when adequate number of SC/ST candidates an not syllable within the normal 
field of choke as indicated above, the field of choice may be emended a five times the number of vacancies and 
the SC/ST (and not say other) coming widths the extended field of choice be considered against the vacancies 
tesened for them. This provision relating so an extended nom of fin times the number of ncandas in named 
of SC/ST bat been ruined in O.M. No 22011/5/56-EdX(D) dated 10-119 and 1134-39 and also In O.M. No 
2201lfU90-Eas(D) dated 12-10-90 in which the normal zone of consideritdoo for general category was reduced 
for nankin numbering S and above 

2. it Y hereby clarified that the intention is to have an extended zone of five time the number of viscan-
des I. •11 cake fled adagios number of SC/ST candidates en not available in the normal tone of a smaller 
size For • single vacancies, since the normal zone half Is S i.e. five times the number of vacancies, them Is no 
intention lo extend the zone The normal zone and the extended zone fix vacancies will accordingly 
be al follows : 

No. of vacancies 
	 Normal Zone 	 Zone for coaddsradoc for SC/ST 

1 	 S 	 S 
2 	 4 	 10 
3 	 10 	 15 
4 	 12 	 20 

5 and above 	 Wee the number of 5 times the number of vacancies. 
vacancies +41 

3. All Ministries/Departments ass minded to Wing these indroctions to the nodes at all creamed 
including their attached and subordinate oakr for guidance and compliance. 
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